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Dr Tim Elliott is a large animal scientist with
over 15 years’ experience. Tim has a particular
interest in production animal parasitology and
drug resistance. Tim’s work has been published
in internationally renowned journals and has
presented his work around Australia for
scientific audiences and farmer groups.
The summer drench is a strategic drench which
aims to reduce the worm population using the
dry summer heat. Summer drenching is well
known by sheep producers in Australia, in
particular in regions which have uniform or
winter rainfall.

The summer drench is very effective in
lowering the amount of worms that are
present in Autumn and Winter as the dry hot
weather reduces the amount of worm eggs
and larvae on the pasture. However, one of the
issues that has arrived from this practice if not
done correctly, is the selection for drench
resistant worms. Any worms that survive the
summer drench, can be carried by the sheep
over the summer period into the
Autumn where they contaminate the pasture
with drench resistant worm eggs that then
develop into infective larvae. 

The timing of the summer drench is not a set
date or management event like other strategic
drenches such as the pre-lambing drench and
the weaning drench. The timing of the first
summer drench will depend on when the
weather conditions are no longer suitable for
worm egg development and larvae survival.
This is when the days become consistently
hotter, the humidity drops and the pasture
begins to hay off.

The drench selection for a first summer drench
will depend on a number of factors:

1. Selecting a drench that is currently highly
effective on the property
(ideally with efficacy above 98%).
2. Selecting a drench with a short withhold
period (WHP) and export
slaughter interval (ESI) if the animals are to be
sold soon.
3. Using combination drenches are
recommended due to their ability to
obtain higher efficacy than single active
drenches and also slow down the development
of resistance.
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SUMMER DRENCHING
DON’T LET THE WORMS BURN YOU!

VET FOCUS - (source Virbac August 2020)

It is recommended to use a highly effective
combination drench as your first summer
drench. The table below provides my preferred
options. The choice of the first summer drench
will be affected by the drenches that were
used pre-lambing and at weaning as ideally
they will be different drenches.

Read more at 
https://www.townandcountrybathurst.com.au/virbac-vet-focus
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Soil depth, moisture, texture and fertility
Aspect, altitude and topography
Pasture - grass/herb/legume, annual/perennial,
cool (C3) / warm (C4) season, growth habit and
growth stage
Overall grazing pressure
Grazing strategy/management

Grazing management in above
average rainfall years

Source Ag Advice - a monthly update fromCentral Tablelands Local Land Services
district vets and agriculture officers
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The "spring flush" is here. Very few farmers have
seen the elusive "spring flush" since 2016, but we
are all grateful is has decided to show up in 2020.
While the 2-metre-high roadside green feed in some
areas may indicate to city dwellers that we are
having a decent season west of the sandstone
curtain, there is always more to it than meets the
otherwise untrained eye.

The top five factors influencing the spring flush are:

So, how do we best utilise this abundance of green? Read more
at www.lls.nsw.gov.au/news-and-events/news/ct-
news/2020/grazing-management-in-above-average-rainfall

Strategik Mini-dose
Worming Drench for Cattle

Broad spectrum white drench for the use
against susceptible internal parasites
including adult liver fluke, tapeworm, and
lungworm in cattle.

Strategik Mini-dose Worming Drench for
Cattle aids in the control of adult liver fluke
and reduces the output of viable fluke eggs.
Contamination of pasture will be reduced by
avoiding the grazing of recognised fluke
areas for 24 hours after dosing. A second
treatment with Strategik Mini-dose Worming
Drench for Cattle one month after the first
will assist to prevent contamination of
pastures and will minimise chances of
reinfestation. To gain maximum benefit from
the reduction in the output of viable worm
and fluke eggs, avoid placing treated stock
on clean pastures for a minimum of 4 hours
after dosing. 
For more information go to:
www.jurox.com.au/product/strategik-mini-dose/

Managing spring surplus to maximise future growth and 
pasture quality

After multiple years of drought, many parts of NSW have seen a growing season to remember.
There have been thumping grain crops and more forage growth than we have seen for a long time.
Here are management tips to help you push that surplus into the seasons to come.

Step 1: Identify how much pasture you need to feed your
stock on hand for the next 2-3 months and reduce the 
effective grazing area to match intake.
Step 2: Identify paddocks that aren’t performing as well as others.
Step 3 & Step 4: Spraying out poor performing paddocks for
summer crop use or summer fallow.
Step 5: Identify which paddocks can be cut for silage or hay.

To read the complete article visit:  www.ausweststephenseeds.com.au/pages/newsletter/2020/managing-spring-surplus-to-
maximise-future-growth-and-pasture-quality?
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